Q. What specific effects of meditation may be beneficial for people with diabetes?
Though diabetes is a heterogenous disorder, with multiple clinical manifestations, its chronic complications occur due to vascular (endothelial) dysfunction. MM helps by improving the autonomic and endocrine regulation of vascular tone, thus leading to better cardiovascular health. 3 The natural course of diabetes is also influenced by the brain. The neurocognitive relaxation experienced with MM can help reduce counter regulatory hormone levels. Muscle contraction and relaxation, which may be a part of MM, may assist in improving sensitivity at skeletal muscle insulin receptors.
Q. What evidence supports the benefit of meditation in people with diabetes?
MM in diabetes care is backed by evidence. Randomized controlled trials have demonstrated the efficacy of MM in improving glycemic control, [4] [5] [6] managing painful diabetic neuropathy, 7 correcting eating disorders, and alleviating depression. 8 The benefits of MM on emotional distress and quality of life are also proven. MM has been found to be well accepted by participants in multiple studies. 9 It can be used as a self-help strategy, and therefore could reduce the burden on health care systems.
Q. What are the potential negative effects of mindfulness meditation in people with diabetes?
One must be cognizant of possible adverse effects of MM. Authors have described negative effects such as "relaxation induced anxiety and panic", paradoxical tension, and parasympathetic rebound. These effects occur with both short-and long-term meditation. Therefore, MM must be prescribed only after diligent screening, and should be monitored carefully. Persons with acute or unstable psychiatric conditions may not be good condition for MM. ❒
